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Note : Attempt questions from all Sections as per directions.

Section-A

1. Atternpt all parts. Vfrite answer of each part in brief.

( I 0x2 -20)

(a) The solutions to the quadratic equation
x2-l1x+224 are x:3 and x:6. What is the base of
the numbers.

(b) List all the minterrns for three varible x, y, andz?

(c) Definemultiplexer? Draw alogic diagram of4xl
multiplexer.

(d) Write the truth- table of an octal-to bin arypriority
encoder.
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(e) Explain the race condition in the context of SR
flip-flop?

(0 Show that the characteristic equation for the
complement output of JK flip-flop is

"*s*'i "i ' g'(T+ I) - J'e' + Ke

G) Explain the difference between EPROM and
EEPROM.

(h) How many address line and input-output data lines
urerequired formemory unit gKxg ?

(i) Discuss howASM chart differs from conventional
flowchan?

0) Define critical race and non-critical race.

Section-B

Attempt any five questions from this section. (10x5:50)

2. (a) Perfonn the following conversions as directed:

(i) (64CD),u+ (?),

(ii) (DADA.B)r'+(?),,

(iii) ( 101 l0.0l0l ), -, (?),u

09 (268.75)ru+ (?), '

(v) (867)re j (?)u.,

(lxs)
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'(b) Do as directed: e:yJ/)

(i) Represent(-89)ro in z's cornplement
representation using 8-bits

(ii) Find the decimal equivalent of binary
(1 0l I I 0 1 I L. Assume the given number in l's
complement repres entation.

3. (a) SimplifytheBoolean function ftogetherwith don't
care condition d in SOP and POS:

(w,x,y,zYI (0, 1,2,3,7,8,911 0)

d(w,x,J,z):I (5,6, I 1, 1 5)

(b) Define bin ary adder. Draw the logic circuit of a
4-bitbinary adder-subtractor and explain its
working.

4 - A majority circuit is a combinational circuit whose output
is equal to I ifthe input variables have more l's thanQ's.
The output is 0 otherwise. Design a 3- input majority
circuit by finding the circuit's truth-table, Boolean
equation, I and a logic diagram

5. list the capabilities of general shift register? Draw the
Iogic circuit of "4-bit bidirectional shift register with
parallel load" and explain its working?
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6.

7l

8.

9.

Design a2 bit cout-down couter. when inptu X:0, the
state ofthe tlip-flop does not change.When x:1, the state
sequences is I 1,10,0 1,00, I I and repeat. Draw the state
diagram.

**,(Pi,,. hw a PLA circuit to implement the functions

Ft = A'B i eC'+ A'BCl

Fz =(an + AC + BCi

(b) Expalin decision box and conditional box used in
ASMchart.

(a) Derive the ROM programmirg table for the
combinational circuit that square.s a 4-bitnumber.
Minimize the number ofproduct terms.

(a) Draw the logic configrration of four inputs ancl four
outputs PAL and expalin it.

(b) Discuss different types of hazards in
combinational and sequential circuits.

Section-C

Attempt any fwo questions from this section. (l1x2:30)

10. (a) Find all the prime implicants for the follorving
boolean functions, and determine which are the
essential prime implicants. ' (5)

(w,x,y,z):|, Q 12,4,5,6 r7,B,I 0, I 3. I 5)
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(b) Implement fur- subtrator circuit using murtiprexer
ofsuitbale size. (5)

(c) Design a Binary multiplier circuit that multiplies
two binary,numbers, where first number is of
4-bits and second number is of 3 bits. Use ANDgatesandbinaryaddress. 

(5)
I l. (a) A pN flip_flop has four operation: clear to 0, no

change, complement, andset to l, when inputs p
andNare00, 01,I0 and ll, respectively. (2*4)
(i) Thbulate the characteristic table.

(ii) Derive the characteristic equation.

(iii)'lbbulate the excitation table.

to a Dflip-flop.

(b) The following is a truth table ofa three-inpuf four-
output combinationar circuit:

(s)

lnputs

x

--v
z

0 0 0
0 0 1

0 1 0
0 1 1

7 0 0
1 0 1

L t 0
1 1 1
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Thbulate the PAL programming table for the circuit , and

markthe fusemap inaPAldiagram. (7)

) 12. (a) Draw the block digram of asynchronous
sequenntial circuit and expalin its working. (5)

O) An asynclrronous ryqtrential 
circuithas trryo internal

states and one output. The excitation functions and

output function of the circuit are as follows:

Yt=a'b+bx

Yz=aY+x

Output function
Z-a+y

(i) Derive the logic diagram of the circuit. (5)

(ii) Derive the transition table and output map. \

(s)

-x-
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